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My Thomas Potty Book (Thomas Friends)
Foreword by Philippa Perry ‘Based on groundbreaking research that has the power to change the lives of countless children - and the adults who love them.’ – Susan Cain, New York Times bestselling author of Quiet' A necessary and important book.' - Philippa Perry, Sunday Times bestselling author of The Book You Wish Your Parents Had Read Are you a hardy and resilient dandelion, or are you a more
sensitive and fragile orchid? Building on the definitions of introvert, extrovert or highly sensitive, The Orchid and the Dandelion exposes – for the first time – how a combination of environmental and genetic factors contribute to what makes us who we are. This breakthrough research explains why some people struggle where others succeed, why happiness comes so easily to some while frustrations weigh
more heavily on others. In The Orchid and the Dandelion, Dr W. Thomas Boyce – one of the world’s foremost researchers in the field of pediatric health – presents findings that children have two very different responses to their environments. While some children are like dandelions and can thrive in almost any environment, there are others who, like orchids, are much more reactive and susceptible to their
surroundings. Now we finally have a scientific framework to understand people and how to address their unique needs to help them find their fullest potential. This groundbreaking book draws on extensive research into genetics and the exploding field of epigenetics, examples and real stories that will re-frame how we think about orchid and dandelion children – and the adults those children have become.
By understanding which of us are, genetically and environmentally speaking, the orchids of this world, Dr Boyce explains how to care for and parent our children – the true orchids. He shows how we can help them thrive by sharing insights and lessons from his thirty years of research in the field.
A single-volume collection of early readers based on Thomas & Friends movie adventures includes Stuck in the Mud, Flynn Saves the Day, Trouble in the Tunnel, Secret of the Green Engine and Treasure on the Tracks. Original. TV tie-in.
As Thomas travels around the Island of Sodor, he learns the concept of opposites, from near and far to big and small.
In this steering wheel book, hop in with your favorite characters! Steering wheel is recessed into module at retail, but raises to play; Book features: 13 sound triggers, working horn in steering wheel, and 3 AG-13 button cell batteries, total of 6 story spreads.
Thomas & Friends Reward Chart Book
Five Tank Engine Tales
Too Big for Diapers
Pirate Pete's Potty
The Big Book of Engines (Thomas & Friends)

Learn lots of colors with Thomas and his friends.
This book has been optimised for colour devices. Follow Pirate Pete as he swaps his nappy for big boy pants and begins to use the potty for the first time. Clear, practical text and engaging illustrations in this e-book help to counter many of the anxieties both children and parents may feel during potty training.
Pirate Pete really works! He has helped thousands of toddlers to potty success. As featured on the Chris Evans breakfast show on BBC Radio 2. "Evans told listeners: 'Pirate Pete is king of the potty. You read it to your kid six months before they are ready - every night so it's hard-wired into them. " Daily Mail, 6th
August 2011.
Thomas the Tank Engine busily travels throughout the island of Sodor to complete his chores, in a book that encourages readers to lift the flaps and see where Thomas is going.
This Thomas & Friends Magnetic Play Book features nine magnets that stick right to the pages! Get ready for magnetic adventures with Thomas & Friends! This super-interactive book features nine magnets that stick right to the sturdy pages! Kids will have trainloads of fun creating their own scenes with Thomas, James,
Percy, the Troublesome Trucks, and more! Plus the magnets come packaged in a reclosable case, keeping everything handy at home or on the go! In the early 1940s, a loving father crafted a small blue wooden train engine for his son, Christopher. The stories that this father, the Reverend W Awdry, made up to accompany
the wonderful toy were first published in 1945 and became the basis for the Railway Series, a collection of books about Thomas the Tank Engine and his friends--and the rest is history. Thomas & Friends now make up a big extended family of engines and others on the Island of Sodor. They appear not only in books but
also in television shows and movies and as a wide variety of beautifully made toys. The adventures of Thomas and his friends, which are always, ultimately, about friendship, have delighted generations of train-loving boys and girls for more than 70 years and will continue to do so for generations to come.
Why Sensitive People Struggle and How All Can Thrive
Thomas and Friends Being Good Activity Book
Thomas' Color Book
Let's Go, Thomas!
Tales of Discovery

Learn to count with Thomas and his friends.
My Thomas Potty BookRandom House Books for Young Readers
"Learn the alphabet from A to Z with Thomas and his engine friends in this fun first-learning book!"--Page 4 of cover.
Asked to fetch hay to make a bed for soon-to-be-born piglets, Thomas goes overboard and asks James and Percy to help out, but his extra good deeds just might make him too late to bring the hay for the new babies.
All Aboard the Toilet Train!
Oh Crap! Potty Training
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer
Thomas and the Piglets (Thomas and Friends)
Thomas's ABC Book
We're the Steam Team and here we come. Working as one, to get the job done! Meet Thomas and the Steam Team with everyone's favourite engines, alongside brand-new friends, Nia and Rebecca, in this bright and colourful tabbed board book.
The Big Steps series is designed to help little ones cope with everyday experiences in their lives. In No More Nappies, meet Millie and Mo - two adorable toddlers who are ready to ditch their nappies and learn how to use the potty. Follow the ups and downs of their potty-training journey brought to life with fun flaps and mechanisms. Each page has really helpful bedtime tips for parents and carers that are endorsed by leading Early
Years Consultant, Dr Amanda Gummer. With delightful illustrations from Marion Cocklico, No More Nappies is a brilliant way to introduce potty training in a fun and relatable way.For more toddler tips read I'm Not Sleepy: Helping Toddlers Go To Sleep.
When Thomas the Tank Engine decides not to make his usual station stops one day, he learns that faster is not always better. On board pages.
Encourage positive behaviour in your child with this reward chart book. Create your own challenges, with 10 customizable reward charts. Comes with 4 pages of fabulous stickers, certificates and 2 reward posters!
A Potty-Training Book
Thomas and Friends: Giant Play Book (with Giant Fold-Out Scenes and a Thomas Toy!)
Thomas & Friends: The Steam Team
Thomas' ABC
Stop, Train, Stop!
'Hey there, kiddo! The time is right for you. 'You're going to learn the big-kid way to do a wee and poo!' Everyone has to learn some time! Poopy Pants and Potty Rants is a very funny look at the hits and misses of toilet training, that focuses on the delightful bond between a father and daughter.
Covering choosing grown-up pants and that all-important potty, trying again and again, having accidents and learning to wash your hands, Thomas and Friends take you through every step of potty training. And with lots of photographs of real children, your toddler will be motivated to give it a go just like them.
Despite a few bumps, leaks, and spills along the way, the trip overall is a great success as the kids aboard the colorful train take great delight in their potty-training journey to Underpants Station.
Explains the best way for a boy to go from diapers to using the potty, in a text with stickers that can be used as rewards.
The Potty Train
Toilet Training Tazzy
A Thomas the Tank Engine Story
The Ins and Outs of Poop
My Thomas Potty Book
Story time is extra special when you share it with a cuddly plush friend! Based on the beloved Rudolph animated Christmas special, this special set includes a 3-button Play-a-Sound storybook and huggable Rudolph plush. Cuddle up with your reading buddy Rudolph, sing along to "Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer," and get in the Christmas spirit with Santa and his reindeer friends!
Meet all of the engines in this Thomas & Friends board book with a padded cover! Train-loving boys and girls ages 2 to 5 will love to discover fascinating facts about Thomas, Nia, Bertie, Harold, and all their favorite Thomas & Friends characters in this sturdy board book with padded cover. In the early 1940s, a loving father crafted a small blue wooden train engine for his son, Christopher. The stories that this father, the Reverend W Awdry,
made up to accompany the wonderful toy were first published in 1945 and became the basis for the Railway Series, a collection of books about Thomas the Tank Engine and his friends--and the rest is history. Thomas & Friends(TM) are now a big extended family of engines and others on the Island of Sodor. They appear not only in books but also in television shows and movies, and as a wide variety of beautifully made toys. The adventures of
Thomas and his friends, which are always, ultimately, about friendship, have delighted generations of train-loving boys and girls for more than 70 years and will continue to do so for generations to come.
The first-of-its-kind book about childhood constipation is a how-to resource for parents and a treatment guide for pediatric healthcare specialists. Written in a lighthearted fashion, it emphasizes the very good news that with comprehensive care, functional constipation can be dramatically improved.
"Based on the Railway series by The Reverand W. Awdry"--Page 4 of cover.
Poopy Pants and Potty Rants
My First Thomas Numbers
Fast Train, Slow Train
Thomas & Friends: My Thomas Potty Book
Boys' Potty Time
Encourage positive behaviour in your child with this reward chart book which is packed with activities. Create your own challenges, with 10 customizable reward charts. This activity book comes with 4 pages of fabulous stickers, certificates and 2 reward posters!
Thomas the Tank Engine and his friends have various adventures on the island of Sodor, including discovering a forgotten town, rescuing an old steam engine, and accidentally landing on Misty Island. On board pages.
(back panel) Hannah and Henry sing " "Bye-Bye Diapers!" " Hannah and Henry are two happy kids with an exciting story to tell--and they want to share it with little boys and girls everywhere! They're graduating from diapers and learning to use the potty. Toddlers can follow along with their growing-up adventure . . . and then use this package's miniature doll and toy potty to reenact Hannah's or Henry's potty training story as part of their own potty training program. Kids
will have fun as they learn to use the potty with their "Bye-Bye Diapers Potty Pack"--and Moms and Dads will love it too. Check this package's bottom panel for complete list of potty training items inside (bottom panel) Hannah's Bye-Bye Diapers Potty Pack Featuring The Potty Book & DVD for Girls Hannah Doll Teddy Bear & Potty"
What a busy day for Thomas and his friends! Open the flaps to see the Steam Team shunting trucks, delivering the post and picking up new passengers! Little Thomas fans will love lift the flaps and count from 1 to 10 in this hands-on book about numbers. Perfect for toddlers learning how to count. Collect My First Colours Book as well! Thomas & Friends is a great way to pass on the tradition of Thomas to early readers. Children aged 2 and up will love meeting classic
characters such as Percy, James, Gordon, and Toby down on The Fat Controller's railway. Look out for more My First Thomas Books: My First Thomas Colours Book My First Thomas Activity Book My First Thomas Clock Book My First Thomas Railway Stories Thomas the Tank Engine has been helping children learn for over 70 years. He ranks alongside other beloved character such as Paddington Bear, Winnie-the-Pooh and Peter Rabbit as an essential part of our
literary heritage.
Skip to the Loo, My Darling! a Potty Book
Book and Cuddly Rudolph
Thomas' Magnetic Play Book
Tabbed Board Book
My Giant Tractor

Six fun stories from the latest Thomas and Friends TV series, featuring engines new and old!
When there are tough tasks on a farm, tractors get the job done. Visit a busy farm and learn all about tractors̶and plows, seed drills, spreaders, harrows, and more. When there are tough tasks on a farm, tractors get the job done. Visit a bustling farm and learn all about hardworking tractors and other farm machines. With colorful illustrations, simple but
informative text, and learning activities throughout, this over-sized board book with handle, will take young readers on a fun-filled trip around a busy farm.
"Toilet-training expert Jamie Glowacki's self-published OH CRAP! POTTY TRAINING has sold more than 40,000 copies and has been the "dirty little secret" of moms on message boards and in parenting groups for years. Now, this proven, 6-step plan (called "the WHAT TO EXPECT of potty training books" for its comprehensive, no-nonsense voice) is available to the
general trade audience for the first time"-"Based on the Railway series by the Reverend W Awdry"--Page 4 of cover.
Featuring Jim Henson's Sesame Street Muppets
The Potty Book, Movie, and Doll Package for Girls
Thomas' Railway Friends
No More Nappies
Drive the Thomas toy through this fun-packed Giant Play Book!
Peep peep! Say goodbye to nappies with Thomas the Tank Engine! My Thomas Potty Book will make the potty training journey painless and fun for your toddler. Thomas & Friends take you through every step of potty training. All stages are covered from choosing grown-up pants and that all-important potty, trying again and again, having accidents and learning to wash your hands, And with lots of photographs of real children, your toddler
will be motivated to give it a go just like them. Thomas always tries his best, making him a great role model for potty-training toddlers. Includes special reward chart and stickers to reward potty progress. This is perfect potty training for kids aged 2 plus.
In this version of the "Tortoise and the Hare" fable, two train engines compete in a race.
An alphabet book featuring Thomas the tank engine and his friends.
Thomas' Opposites Book
My Blue Railway Book Box (Thomas and Friends)
A Ladybird potty training book
Busy, Busy Thomas
Thomas and Friends Pocket Library

Join Bing on a toilet training adventure in this interactive sound book - perfect for encouraging young children to use the toilet with confidence. Bing doesn't use his potty anymore - he uses the big toilet, and you can too! It can be scary at first, but with a little practise you'll be
catching the Toilet Train in no time. Bingsters will love pressing the sound button and joining in the fun. Choo! Choo! Catching the toilet train. . . it's a Bing thing!
This is the story of how Tazzy, the tasmanian devil had potty training with the help of his mother Lisa
Bunny wants his potty. What will Bunny do? Only one thing for it - skip to the loo! Bunny's not the only one skipping to the loo. Look who else wants their potty! Quite a few. In vibrant, rhythmic, rhyming beats, Sally Lloyd-Jones gets the party going in a book that simply rejoices in the call
of nature!
Now that Ernie is too big for diapers, he has to learn to use a potty.
Everything Modern Parents Need to Know to Do It Once and Do It Right
A Guide to Treating Childhood Constipation
The Orchid and the Dandelion
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